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EXCLUSIVE: NOS
implementation cost for DHBs
could be $45m
Costs of implementing the National Oracle
Solution for the four DHBs using it have
averaged about $2.32 million each.
READ MORE >>

National group to explore
linking regional clinical
portals
DHB chief information officers have backed
the project, which would enable clinicians to
view their patient’s computerised health data
from anywhere around New Zealand.
READ MORE >>

DHBs leveraging cloud for
clinical and non-clinical data
The move to using cloud services to support
clinical and non-clinical data is well
underway in the New Zealand health sector.
READ MORE >>

Ministry moves to Revera IaaS
platform
The Ministry of Health’s annual review
shows its big ticket IT items include the
Revera contract and a project with IBM to
renew software licences.
READ MORE >>

Ministry restructure heads up
2018's 10 most-read stories
Readers show greatest interest in sectorwide strategic developments within the
Ministry and beyond, as well as the success
– or otherwise – of specific projects and
tools.
READ MORE >>

AI solution to replace nurse
call button at Burwood
Hospital
The patient communication system triages
and relays patient messages, enabling
nurses to prioritise responses and make
fewer trips to patients.
READ MORE >>

CIO Interview: Our digital
health system
CIO interview by Stella Ward, chief digital
officer, Canterbury and West Coast DHBs
Stella Ward describes how needing to
rebuild many facilities post-earthquake has
led to a digital transformation for Canterbury
and West Coast DHBs.
READ MORE >>

The state of AI in 2018
NZHIT guest column by Ben Reid, executive
director, AI Forum NZ
While there are still barriers, we better
understand the applications and implications
of AI across a variety of domains, and the
future looks promising.
READ MORE >>
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Cloud adoption well underway
but barriers exist
eHealthNews.nz asked the country’s 20
DHBs what cloud services they use for nonclinical and clinical data, any plans they
have to increase cloud use and what they
see as the main barriers to cloud adoption in
healthcare.
READ MORE >>

South Island Alliance collaborates with Orion Health in ongoing strategic
partnership
CNS fully ISO certified towards 27001:2013 standard
Precision Driven Health partners with Navilluso Medical to improve health
service access
Electronic systems needed to prevent medication errors
Health information workforce encouraged to participate in census
HealthLink appoints new CEO
Do you have a sector update? Email us at sector@hinz.org.nz
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